B U Y I N G GU I D E

POS
Catalogue, trade counter displays, slat wall POS and full Toolbar solutions are all available
with live working products.
Discuss you options with your local representative.

About us
More and more of us are looking to make
our homes and offices that bit smarter. But that
doesn’t have to mean complicated costly
technology. For us it means taking the electrical
products we use every day and improving them
to make your home or office more comfortable,
convenient, and secure.
Our products are designed to help you better
manage day to day tasks in your home, office
and garden with the minimum of fuss – just
plug and play. Whether its app-controlled
sockets that let you manage your household
from
afar, or Wi-Fi enabled LED lights for smarter
illumination, Link2Home provides the simple
and flexible solution you need.

We strive to be
the best in class
provider of Smart
Electrical products
and solutions.

Our App

Easy Set Up

Home and member
management

Set up is easy and possible in as little as 10
seconds using the below set up methods:

Using the manual mode (recommended) for
video devices set up takes around 30 seconds
with easy to follow on screen instructions.

You can add multiple
homes or locations
under one user log in
and switch between
them easily on the
app home screen.
You can also share
devices and whole
homes with other
users and control
what devices and
features they have
access to.

You can use the Auto Scan feature to scan
your network for new devices without manual
intervention but note this set up mode can take
up to 2 minutes.

Note: All users
will require a Free
Link2Home
Pro
app account.

Our plugs and lamps incorporate both Wireless
and BLE connectivity which means when you
open the app the device will pop up without
any button press needed. All you need to do is
add and conﬁrm your wireless password and the
device is added.

Smart Control – “Tap to Run”
Using the “Tap-toRun” settings from the
“Smart” menu you can
create quick one touch
shortcuts to a series of
events. These “Tap-toRun” events are then
added as a shortcut in
your “Home” screen.
For Example:
You could create an
event called “Good
morning”
in
this
event you can turn
on your lights, boil
your kettle and turn
up your thermostat.

Smart Control – “Automation”
Set up “Automation” tasks for individual devices or a group of
devices are triggered external events. These events require no
manual trigger and are triggered by external factors including:
Inter-device synchronisation: Activating one product feature
when another product feature is activated. Such as turning on a
light if camera motion is detected.
External environment: Split into two categories in weather and
location.
Under weather changes you can link changes to temperature,
humidity, weather, sunrise/sunset and windspeed.
Under location you can link changes to arriving or leaving a
speciﬁc location.
Schedule: Set events to speciﬁc times on speciﬁc days.
For example: Set you outdoor lights to come on when you arrive
within 500m of your home location and the sun has set.

Alarm settings and
event recording
All camera devices feature sound and motion detectors and
when triggered the app will take a snapshot of the event
which is then saved in the apps “Message Center”. You can
also manually take snapshots and record video to your local
device.
With all camera devices you can add a Micro SD card which
will then record a 30 second video direct to the memory card
when an alert is detected. These events can then be reviewed
in the app’s “Message Center”.
Additionally, through the app you can subscribe to our cloud
service* to record events to the cloud which can then be
reviewed in the app.
*requires additional purchase.
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